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1.

Introduction and Background
Recent evidence shows that Mars was once abundant with liquid water, but it is clearly

dry today (“NASA Rover,” 2013). If liquid water was once stable on Mars, its atmosphere might
have been much warmer and thicker, possibly similar to Earth’s. However, the martian
atmosphere today is less than 1% as thick as Earth’s (“Mars/Earth Comparison”, 2013). This
raises the question: where did it go? One possible answer is that much of Mars’s ancient
greenhouse gasses were absorbed into its regolith. If that is the case, then there is a large amount
of unaccounted-for CO2 in the form of carbonates. Carbonate is “an expected weathering product
of water and basalt in an atmosphere with CO2” and were likewise “expected in large-scale
abundance” on Mars (Ehlmann et al., 2008). Given the aqueous history and currently CO2-rich
atmosphere of Mars, the lack of apparent carbonate-bearing outcrops is puzzling. Considering
satellite imagery has not indicated that reservoirs of carbonate rock exist in abundance on the
surface, the carbonated rocks from Mars’s warmer past may be hidden beneath its surface
(Lammer et al., 2013). But how can we analyze their composition if they are buried? A solution
may have been proposed by Michalski and Niles (2010): to analyze the composition of rocks
upturned at meteor impact sites (Figure 1).
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Carbonates observed in the martian dust could be the result of both carbonates at the
surface and “deep carbonates exposed by [meteor] impact” (Niles et al, 2013). If this is the case,
then the “(2-5 %) [of the] carbonate detected in the global dust represents the average
composition of the upper 1-3 km of the crust of Mars.” This implies the possibility of 1-3 bars of
CO2 sequestered on the surface. Of course, it is possible that earlier carbonates that formed from
a denser atmosphere are hidden from view that cannot be penetrated with current spectrometers.
Studies suggest that if Mars had a denser CO2 atmosphere about 3.5-4 billion years ago, most of
it would be hidden deep below the planet’s surface, which makes orbital detection difficult
(Lammer et. al, 2013). Therefore, simply using orbital detection methods would provide an
incomplete view of the carbonate crustal reservoir on Mars. Hidden in the crust could be up to a
maximum of ~5 bar (assuming the global dust is a representative sample of the top 2 km of the
crust). One element limiting the understanding of the carbonate reservoir on Mars lies in the
question: what was and is the total carbonate reservoir on Mars and how much carbonate is
stored in the deep crust (>5 km)? One method of discovering this buried data is to look at crust
“exhumed from deep (about 6 km) within the Martian crust by a meteor impact” (Michalski and
Niles, 2010). Although it is presently unclear whether such carbonate minerals have been formed
only “locally or if they are abundant within the crust, but poorly exposed,” the exploration of
such meteor impact sites will undoubtedly provide information to create a more complete picture
of Mars’s deep crust composition.
There are several locations that have confirmed outcroppings of carbonates, amongst
which are Leighton Crater (Michalski and Niles, 2010) and Jezero Crater in the Nili Fossae
region (Ehlmann et al., 2008), both of which are in the within the Syrtis Major quadrangle. This
study will therefore focus on similar craters within the Syrtis Major quadrangle (Figure 2).
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2.

Methodology
The Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) is an instrument on the Mars Odyssey

spacecraft that has been in orbit at Mars since 2002 (Christensen et al., 2004). The THEMIS
instrument can see in 10 bands in the infrared (IR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Each
band is centered at a certain wavelength of light. Bands 1 and 2 (6.78µm) are used for
calibration, while 3-9 (7.93µm-12.57µm) are typically used for analysis. Band 10 (14.88µm) is
used atmospheric purposes. JMARS (a Java-based interface for viewing Mars imagery) allows
viewing of THEMIS infrared images in several formats. One of the options for viewing THEMIS
IR is a decorrelation stretch (DCS). A DCS image is made by assigning three of the THEMIS
bands to different colors—red, green, and blue—and stretching the resultant image to emphasize
differences. For example, a DCS of 875 would display the band 8 (11.79µm) in red, 7 (11.04µm)
in green, and 5 (9.35µm) in blue. Therefore, if a portion of a THEMIS image appeared purple in
875, it would follow that the composition of that portion of the surface was prominent bands 8
and 5 (red and blue), which combine visually to make purple. There are three common DCS’s
used for image analysis: 642, 875, and 964, which emphasize most of the compositional
differences on the Martian surface, although other band combinations are possible. By using
these three band combinations it is possible to gain a preliminary sense of the compositional
difference present on the martian surface.
When searching for THEMIS images, the results were limited to daytime, maximum
temperatures greater than 273K, with preference given to images taken within orbits 3140039800 (approximately the years 2009-2010). Data taken during these orbits occurred when the
Odyssey spacecraft was imaging the martian surface at an early time of day (~2pm) when the
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temperature of the surface is much warmer and emitting more strongly (Baldridge et al., 2013).
These provided images with the highest contrast between compositional units.
Initially, images were viewed in radiance. Radiance images include shading due to
temperature, so topography is easily visible. This provides a good understanding of the context
of the image (e.g. crater walls, valleys). However, we are interested in composition, which can
only be accurately determined by removing the effects of temperature and viewing the image in
emissivity. This is because each composition has a spectrally unique emissivity signature.
The first step in determining the emissivity of a region of interest is to identify the
THEMIS stamp that needs to be corrected and download the raw data of that image from
<thmproc.mars.asu.edu>. The standard processing parameters we applied modified the data as
follows: 1. Remove data value fluctuations caused by changes in the temperature of the IR
detection array; 2. Eliminate most of the black space present in the THEMIS IR image by
shearing the image to produce a rectangle aligned in both the x and y directions; 3. Remove row
and line correlated radiance spokes from the ISIS projected THEMIS IR dada using spectral
information to remove line and row correlated noise that is not correlated between spectral
bands; and 4. Remove the atmospheric emitted radiance from the THEMIS radiance images by
automatically generating and removing atmospheric interference. The projection parameters
served to modify the data by preventing the distortion of the image using a sinusoidal equal area
projection (because the image is between +/- 60 latitude), centered the latitude at 0 N, and kept
the longitude system from 0 to 360 (as opposed to -180 to 180). The cropping of each image
included the entire crater, extending beyond the rim, and the output was calibrated to include
radiance in units of W cm-2 sr -1 μm in 32-bit ISIS cube (an image cube file with attached header
and suffix information that can be read into Davinci) (“Themis image processing,” 2013)
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The Davinci programming language was used to process this image to emissivity.
Davinci converts the raw radiance image to brightness-temperature using a lookup table. The
maximum brightness temperature within bands 3-9 is used as the temperature of the surface to
calculate a blackbody radiance. The ratio of measured radiance to blackbody radiance is
emissivity.
After getting an emissivity image, the atmospheric effects of the CO2-based Martian
atmosphere must be removed and corrected. This is done by extracting data gathered from the
Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) instrument (Christensen et al., 2001). This data must be
taken from a spot that is not on top of the area of interest because we are fixing the spectrum of
that area to the known TES surface spectrum. The TES footprints must be taken from a
spectrally homogenous area of similar elevation, nearby the compound of interest (e.g. within the
same crater). Similar elevation is important when accounting for atmospheric interference
because at a lower elevation there is more atmosphere between the compound of interest and the
satellite; at higher elevations there is less atmosphere. The TES footprint is taken as the
atmospherically “normal spectrum” for the area. If the footprint is taken at a higher or lower
elevation, or above a spectrally variable rocky area, then correcting the image using this TES
data will inaccurately remove the atmospheric effects above the compound of interest. Similarly,
if the footprints are gathered at a higher elevation than the compound of interest, then the amount
of atmosphere that is interfering with the image will be incorrectly measured. It is therefore
important to take TES footprint samples over a homogenous region of a similar elevation to the
compound. Because a given crater’s homogeneity might differ from one side of the crater to the
other, between 4 and 6 TES footprints within close proximity must be selected to get an average
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of the atmosphere’s composition. Therefore, the areas selected must be homogenous, though of a
contrasting composition to the area of interest.
The TES spectra were saved from JMARS. The data was processed in Davinci to surface
emissivity using the methods of Bandfield et al., (2004). This process is used to identify what
proportion of the TES spectra is due to the atmosphere, which will then be removed. This is done
by unmixing the temperature-corrected data by means of a statistical determination of the best fit
endmember percentages for the mixed spectra (Ramsey and Christensen, 1998). The original 73
bands of data are then convolved into the 10 THEMIS bands, creating a surface spectrum for the
training area, designating how the surface should appear based on matching spectral data. The
training area is the homogenous surface over which the TES pixels were chosen in the THEMIS
image of interest. The designated spectrum of the training area is used in determining
atmospheric and temperature differences in the rest of the image. An atmospheric correction is
performed using the data’s radiance image, surface emissivity spectrum, and training region,
producing a THEMIS emissivity image. Finally, after viewing the new atmospherically-corrected
image, the spectrum of the region of interest is designated, averaged, and plotted in bands 3-9.
This is the spectrum of the area of interest within the image. It is now possible to use this data to
compare its emissivity to known endmember spectra. Using this method, we attempted to find
deposits of carbonate, comparing the known spectrum of carbonate as identified in laboratories
to regions on Mars.
A survey of craters was then conducted using THEMIS data. Craters surveyed were those
within the Syrtis Major quadrangle with a diameter larger than approximately 30 km. This
limited the results to 93 craters of the many hundreds that are within the region (Map 1). Craters’
geomorphic features were described based on MOLA imagery (Figure 3). In Table 1 we describe
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20 of those craters. The craters’ spectral variation (unique spectra that is geomorphically
associated) was described based on THEMIS DCS’s.

3.

Results
Table 1 catalogs the information for all of the craters examined in this study. Specifically,

this chart describes which craters had spectral variability associated with geomorphic features.
Figures A, B, and C are examples of craters surveyed (where A is Leighton, B is an unnamed
crater with little-to-no spectral variation, and C is east of Schroeter).
Within Leighton Crater’s central mound there are distinct streaks of color in each DCS
(Figures D-1, D-2, and D-3). In 642 they appear red, in 875 they appear yellow, and in 964 they
appear yellow-orange. This is an example of what we termed as a crater with “spectral
variation”. Leighton’s geomorphological features include terraces surrounding the rim, lobate
ejecta around the crater, an inner crater south of the peak, and a central, rocky peak. The inner,
southern crater has a deposit that appears pink-orange in 875. The northwest section of the basin
is spectrally homogenous. The ridges around the southern inner crater are also spectrally
variable, appearing yellow in 875. Overall, the crater is rocky. Only consistent variability
between the image stamps was recorded in Table 1. This color variation is not consistent with
carbonate.
Similarly, Figures F, G, and H show the crater east of Schroeter’s raw THEMIS radiance
images, while Figures I, J, and K show its emissivity. The central mound pictured in these
images appears blue in 875, pink in 642, and green in 964 both in the raw and processed images.
This is an example of spectral variability within the image; the distinct colors of the DCS’s are
geomorphically associated, specifically with the central mound, interior crater, and ridges. The
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ridges are also geomorphically associated with spectral variability; in Figures I, J, and K, blue,
yellow-green, and turquoise can be seen, respectively. Figure C also show that the rim of the
crater has the same colors as the central peak, indicating the two are likely similar in
composition. This color variation is consistent with the presence of high silica material (Plot 1).
As an example, in contrast to the diverse spectral variability of Leighton and east of
Schroeter, the unnamed crater at (79.334E, 3.242N) has little-to-no spectral variability. The basin
is homogenous throughout each of the three DCS images. The saturated colors of the western
sides of the crater walls is attributed to temperature due to sun angle than emissivity, as shown
by a radiance image of band 9 (Figure E).

4.

Discussion
Of the craters described in Table 1, none had the characteristic colors in DCS images

associated with carbonates. It is possible that carbonates were not identified because of the 100m
special resolution of the THEMIS pixel. Carbonates may exist in smaller outcroppings than a
THEMIS pixel, in which case it would be difficult for THEMIS to distinguish it from
surrounding spectra. Furthermore, if the outcropping of carbonate is small, then dust could easily
obscure it from orbital detection.
Despite having not found any robust evidence for carbonates in the craters we surveyed,
this study of spectral variability and geomorphology within craters in the Syrtis Major
quadrangle provides a useful tool for other scientists and a good starting point for more detailed
studies in the search for carbonate deposits. Additionally, several interesting unknown
compositions were found. These interesting regions warrant future and more detailed
examination of the spectral characteristics of deposits in the craters in Syrtis Major.
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It should be noted that the crater to the east of Schroeter is below the equator and is
technically not within the Syrtis Major Quadrangle. However its spectral variation lead us to
examine it as a preliminary crater in the hopes of discovering carbonate.
Future work on this research includes completing the 93-crater survey of Spectral
Variability and identifying the composition of Spectrally Variable features within each crater.
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Figure 1. Cartoon to show that the central peak of the crater reveals altered mineralogy from
depth taken from Michalski and Niles, 2010.
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Figure 2. Map of Syrtis Major quadrangle from Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data. The
highest elevations are red and the lowest are blue.
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Figure 3. THEMIS images identifying common geomorphology of Martian craters. Taken from
the Mars Image Analysis Supplemental Material
<http://marsed.asu.edu/lesson_plans/mars_image_analysis>
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Figure A. Leighton Crater with THEMIS stamp I0170810 in DCS bands 875.
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Figure B. Unnamed crater centered at (79.334E, 3.242N) with THEMIS stamps I40032008,
I33992014, and I39720005 (from left to right) in DCS bands 875.
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Figure C. Crater East of Schroeter centered at (57.4E, -2.1N) with THEMIS stamps I48297001,
I01708010, I39284006, I43964002, I01683010, I34106001 (from left to right) in DCS bands
875.
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Figure D-1. Leighton Crater’s central peak from THEMIS stamp I0170810 in DCS 642
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Figure D-2. Leighton Crater’s central peak from THEMIS stamp I0170810 in DCS 875
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Figure D-3. Leighton Crater’s central peak from THEMIS stamp I0170810 in DCS 964
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Figure E. The unnamed crater at (79.334E, 3.242N) in band 9. Bright spots indicate high
radiance attributable to temperature saturation.
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Figures F, G, and H (from left to right). All are THEMIS raw radiance images of the crater east
of Schroter, image stamp I39284006. Figure F is in DCS 875, Figure G is in DCS 642, and
Figure H is in DCS 964.
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Figures I, J, and K (from left to right). All are THEMIS emissivity images of the crater east of
Schroeter, image stamp I39284006. Figure I is in DCS 875, Figure J is in DCS 642, and Figure K
is in DCS 964.
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Table 1. Describes the morphological features and spectral variation of craters within the Syrtis
Major Quadrangle that are larger than 30km in diameter, sorted from West to East.
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Table 1 continued.
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Map 1. The 93 craters within the Syrtis Major Quadrangle that are larger than approximately
30km in diameter.
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Plot 1. Endmember spectra of various composites.
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